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Solar Furnace

Description

Solar Furnace 

The JLab Solar Furnace demonstrates the extraordinary power of the sun by concentrating solar
energy with this 305mm diameter parabolic dish.  

30.5 cm diameter parabolic dish as a connector and the receiver is a copper container, which collects
the heat concentrated by the mirror. 

Using its reflective mirror, the furnace can generate extreme temperatures to heat materials placed in
the attached copper receptacle. 

The focal length of the mirror is 24 cm.  

Solar Furnace India, Solar Furnace Manufacturer, Biology Lab Equipments, Environment
Equipment, Environment Equipment Solar Furnace, Solar Furnace Suppliers, Solar Furnace
Export, Biology Equipments, Biology Equipments Solar Furnace, Solar Furnace Online, buy
Solar Furnace, Solar Furnace Manufacturer, buy Solar Furnace Online India.  

Contact JLab Export for your Educational School Science Lab Equipments. We are best school
educational lab equipments manufacturers, school lab equipment export, school lab equipment
exporter, school lab equipment manufacturer, school lab equipment manufacturers, school lab
equipment manufacturers in india.  
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{ "@context": "http://schema.org/", "@type": "Product", "name": "Solar Furnace", "image":
"https://www.jlabexport.com/images/catalog/product/1359294818SolarFurnace.jpg", "description":
"Solar Furnace The JLab Solar Furnace demonstrates the extraordinary power of the sun by
concentrating solar energy with this 305mm diameter parabolic dish. 30.5 cm diameter parabolic dish
as a connector and the receiver is a copper container, which collects the heat concentrated by the
mirror. Using its reflective mirror, the furnace can generate extreme temperatures to heat materials
placed in the attached copper receptacle. The focal length of the mirror is 24 cm. Solar Furnace
India, Solar Furnace Manufacturer, Biology Lab Equipments, Environment Equipment, Environment
Equipment Solar Furnace, Solar Furnace Suppliers, Solar Furnace Export, Biology Equipments,
Biology Equipments Solar Furnace, Solar Furnace Online, buy Solar Furnace, Solar Furnace
Manufacturer, buy Solar Furnace Online India.", "brand": "Jlab Export", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5",
"gtin13": "5", "gtin14": "5", "mpn": "5", "aggregateRating": { "@type": "AggregateRating",
"ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5", "worstRating": "0", "ratingCount": "5" } } 
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